**Let us know what you are looking for**

We may have a line on some bins and equipment you may need at this date

Get on the list - Give us a call 507 697 6133

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12 crank bin jacks with trailer for sale - $3400

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Golden Grain floor (complete) for 27ft bin - $1000 (Y)  
SOLD!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4 auger SUKUP stirator (complete) for 36ft bin (RSweet)  
SOLD!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(8 inch powersweep with 8 inch to 10 inch, 25 degree up for 48 ft diameter bin (RW)

Approx.. 50ft of 12 inch drag – gear driven and approx.. (3) 24ft 12 inch unload drags (SH)
(3) NEW Superior 3-phase 230v centrifugal fans with controls (no transitions) UNDER DEALERS COST (Y)

10 inch Powersweep for 54ft bin (Y)  SOLD!

FARM FANS 180 dryer (Y) $3500

1500 bushel 12ft – 5 ring BROCK hopper bin  Sold!

2000 bushel Brock hopper bin – all one piece – 15ft diameter
15ft – 5ring bin - - (HORD)

6500 bushel 18ft hopper with bin (Hend)
(notice the bottom of hopper has about a 4” gap that would have to be repaired.)

4000 bushel hopper bin - 18ft diameter (micada cone) (LynL)

6000 bushel - 21ft-5ring (wide corr) (Y)

(2) 7000 bushel – 24ft-6ring (narrow corr) (Circle) bins (Y)

7000 bushel – 24-6ring (narrow corr) bin (Y)

(2) 7500 bushel – 24ft-5ring (wide corr) bins (wayne)

SOLD!

SOLD!

SOLD!
8500 bushel SAFCO/AMERICAN Drying Bin – 24ft-6ring (44” high sheets w/ narrow corrugation) - 8 inch Sukup powersweep with motor, Full Floor and 3hp fan and transition EXCELLENT WET HOLDING BIN

10,000 bushel (8500bu level with floor in) BUTLER bin (has roof vents)
27ft-5ring (wide corr) with full floor, 8inch unload with 10inch 25 degree up, 2 auger stirator, 10hp centrifugal fan/burner & transition , grain spreader (Y)

(3) 10,000 bushel – 27ft-7ring (narrow corr) bins (wm/anth)  

10,000 bu. w/ floor - 30ft GSI drying bin - power sweep - DMC 2 auger stirator
(2) 3 phase - sukup fans, burners & transitions - Grain spreader  (LB)

11,000 bushel – 30ft-7ring (narrow corr) MFS bin with floor and 8 inch unload 
Staircase not with the bin (SN)
19,500 bushel  33ft-9ring (narrow corr) (roger)

20,000 bu. w/ floor - 36ft 9ring (narrow corr) - 8 inch unload and carry in sweep - Grain spreader - 3 phase Fan and transition (LB)

20,000 bushel /36ft-6ring (wide corr) Butler - bin only (Dyst) PURCHASE PENDING
30,000 bushel – 42ft-9ring (narrow corr) (C-Cp)

45,000 bushel NEW BROCK bin (wide core) 36’9” to eave  Ladder/Cage/Platform and inside ladder  Full floor, support system and flashing 10 inch powersweep – 10 roof vents - Call for details – Centrifugal fans available

WE CAN QUOTE NEW BROCK  SUKUP OR STORMOR BIN PRICES, COMPLETE

LOOKING FOR USED ? IF WE DON’T HAVE IT NOW, WE’LL GET YOU ON THE LIST

BINS, FLOORS, FLOOR SUPPORTS, FLASHING, UNLOADS, POWERSWEEPS, FANS, BURNERS, TRANSITIONS, STIRATORS, ROOF VENTS, LADDERS, DOORS, BIN ANCHORS, BIN ROOFS, LEGS, HOPPER BINS, DRYERS, ETC.  WE CAN ALSO PRICE NEW!

507 697 6133